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No, you can use the same ticket.  Government tickets are completely negotiable so only the reservation needs 

to be changed.  Let me know if you need me to take care of it or if Jane is calling SATO.  Thanks.To:	snedeker 

@ phoenix.Princeton.EDU @ internetcc:	tracy_shycoff @ jfk-arrb.gov @ internet (bcc: Tracy 

Shycoff/ARRB)From:	wljoyce @ Princeton.EDU (Bill Joyce) @ INTERNET @ WORLDCOM   Date:	04/14/97 

10:44:34 AM CDTSubject:	Re: ReservationsJanie:  I trust you've seen this message from Tracyt, which I gather 

meansthat you need only see about the Metroliner reservation on the 24th.  Do youneed me to return the 

ticket?                                                --Bill>X-Lotus-Fromdomain: ARRB @ WORLDCOM @ OUTBOUND>From: 

"Tracy Shycoff"<Tracy_Shycoff@jfk-arrb.gov>>To: wljoyce@Princeton.EDU (Bill Joyce)>Cc: 

snedeker@phoenix.Princeton.EDU, tracy_shycoff@jfk-arrb.gov>Date: Mon, 14 Apr 1997 07:41:36 -

0400>Subject: Re: Reservations>>Jane--I need that hotel room on Thursday night for someone else so 

please>don't call and cancel.  I will take care of the hotel.  Thanks.>>To:       snedeker @ 

phoenix.Princeton.EDU @ internet, tracy_shycoff @>          jfk-arrb.gov @ internet>cc:        (bcc: Tracy 

Shycoff/ARRB)>From:     wljoyce @ princeton.edu (Bill Joyce) @ INTERNET @ WORLDCOM>Date:     04/13/97 

03:56:29 PM CDT>Subject:  Reservations>>Jane and Tracy:  It now develops that I really need to return to 

Princeton>on Thursday evening, April 24, preferably on the 5:00 p.m. Metroliner,>leaving at that hour from 

Union Station, Washington, D. C., arriving in>Princeton Junction at 7:20 p.m.  Obviously, that also means that I 

don't>need a hotel reservation for that night, and need a reservation for only>one>night, Wednesday, April 

23.>        Many thanks for your assistance, and I apologize for any>inconvenience that my changeable plans 

may create.>                                                --Bill 
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